
Fill in the gaps

Sing by Gary Barlow & The Commonwealth Band

 Some words  (1)________  can't be  (2)____________  only

sung

 So hear a  (3)________________  voices 

(4)________________  love

 There's a place, there's a time

 In this life when you  (5)________  what you are feeling

 Find your feet, stand your ground

 Don't you see right now 

 The world is listening to what we say?

  (6)________  it louder, sing it clearer

  (7)______________  everyone  (8)________  hear you

 Make some noise,  (9)________  your voice tonight

 Sing it stronger,  (10)________  together

  (11)________  this moment last forever

 Old and  (12)__________  shouting love tonight

 To sing we've had a lifetime to wait

 And see a thousand faces celebrate

 You brought hope, you brought light

 Conquered fear, no it wasn't always easy

 Stood your ground, kept  (13)________  faith

 Don't you see right now

 The  (14)__________  is listening to what we say?

 Sing it louder, sing it clearer

 Knowing  (15)________________  will hear you

 Make some noise, find  (16)________  voice tonight

  (17)________  it stronger,  (18)________  together

 Make this moment last forever

 Old and young shouting  (19)________  tonight

  (20)________  words they can't be spoken only sung

 To  (21)________  a  (22)________________  voices 

(23)________________  love

 And light and hope

 Just sing, just sing

 Just sing,  (24)________  sing

 Come all and sing it louder, sing it clearer

  (25)______________  everyone will hear you

 Make some noise, find your  (26)__________  tonight

  (27)________  it stronger, sing together

  (28)________  this moment last forever

 Old and young shouting love tonight

 Hear a thousand voices shouting love
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. they

2. spoken

3. thousand

4. shouting

5. sing

6. Sing

7. Knowing

8. will

9. find

10. sing

11. Make

12. young

13. your

14. world

15. everyone

16. your

17. Sing

18. sing

19. love

20. Some

21. hear

22. thousand

23. shouting

24. just

25. Knowing

26. voice

27. Sing

28. Make
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